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HR-Stamenov, SINGLE LIGHT INTERVENTION, 2015
Light intervention, 80 x 150 cm. reflective 3M, aluminium, LED light.
Goral Tepe peak, Beklemeto pass, Balkan mountain range, Bulgaria

Single Light Intervention 2015 is a sporadic act of relight the
eternal flame of the “Arc of Freedom” monument, Goral Tepe
peak, Beklemeto pass, Balkan mountain range, Bulgaria

HR-Stamenov, SINGLE LIGHT INTERVENTION, 2015
Light intervention, 80 x 150 cm. reflective 3M, aluminium, LED light.
Goral Tepe peak, Beklemeto pass, Balkan mountain range, Bulgaria

HR-Stamenov, LIGHT, PASSION ADN MEMROY, 2015
https://vimeo.com/120824487
Light art installation, 510 x 260cm. reflective 3M on cardboard, 3x 750W ETC 25° - 10°
Kirche St. Andrä, Graz, Austria
Realized for AndrÄ Kunst - zeitgenössische Kunst im Sakralraum
Produced by Cultural City Network Graz & Kulturvermittlung Steiermark, Graz, Austria
http://www.kulturvermittlung.org/

Light, Passion and Memory
In the Middle Ages, during the Lent Time (40 days before Easter – a time of fastening and penitence),
a custom of the Catholic Church was to cover all precious crosses (cruces gemmata) with a textile cloth.
At the late years of this period and during the Baroque Time, this intention was developed, that also the
altar paintings should be covered. The Idea behind this ritual is, that all the senses should be included in a
Fasten-Intention. Fastening with the eyes!
The textile cloth covering the Altar and the Cross did not remain empty or simple. By the time, artists
have been invited do decorate the covering textile with motifs of the Lord´s Passion. This was the beginning of the so called “Fasten-Tücher”.
In 2015 during the International Year of Light and Light-based Technologies, HR-Stamenov intervene in
St. Andrä Church by replacing the “Fastentuch” with a blinding, pure and spontaneous Light.
--------------------more information, articles and texts:
http://cargocollective.com/studiostamenov/Light-Passion-and-Memory-2015

HR-Stamenov, LIGHT, PASSION ADN MEMROY, 2015
https://vimeo.com/120824487
Light art installation, 510 x 260cm. reflective 3M on cardboard, 3x 750W ETC 25° - 10°
Kirche St. Andrä, Graz, Austria
Realized for AndrÄ Kunst - zeitgenössische Kunst im Sakralraum
Produced by Cultural City Network Graz & Kulturvermittlung Steiermark, Graz, Austria
http://www.kulturvermittlung.org/

HR-Stamenov, SPACE 0 SPACE , 2014
https://vimeo.com/115634068
Light and sound installation, 9x Martin Atomic 3000DMX, 28.5 kW, 702 000 lm. DMX Maxim, PA, PC
Center of Culture and Arts, Verkh-Isetskiy
Produced by 3th “Undarkfestival” 2014, Yekaterinburg, Russia

Space 0 Space
Looking back at the Evolution, it is the feeling of fear from the Nature that conducted the behavior of
“Homo Erectus” to find a refuge in the caves, and the Modern Man to create the Building. First evolved out
of the dynamics between Needs: shelter, security, worship, etc.and Means: the available building materials
and present skills; as human cultures developed and knowledge began to be formalized through traditions,
practices and science, building became a craft, it became Architecture.
And even after this great period of time staring with the famous Renaissance painting “The Tempest” (c.
1508) by the Italian master Giorgione, followed by the Romanticism period - nearly 300 years later - with
examples such as “The Monk by the Sea” (c.1808) by Caspar David Friedrich, across the English painters
of the Romantic Landscape and the Russian Marrinists, to the Cultural and Art Movements of the 20th
Century like Surrealism (“Empire of Light” (1950) by Rene Magritte) and Land Art (“The Lightning
Field” (1977) by Walter De Maria); the feelings of the Man in front of the Nature - where fascination, fear
and provocation are simultaneous - still are the source of inspiration for the artists and lead to processes
bordering between philosophy, aesthetics, science and entertainment.
Featuring a blinding light and powerful sound, the installation “Space 0 Space” (Space zero Space),
(2010-ongoing) by the Light artist HR-Stamenov, deals with the relationship between Man, Nature and
Architecture. It reverses one of the functions of Architecture - to protect the Man from the Nature, and by
introducing a natural phenomena inside a building “Space 0 Space” annihilates the pre-conceptual function of the geometrical space.
Initiated with the kind support of Fondazione Spinola-Banna per l’arte in Turin by the Marquises Orsola and Gianluca Spinola, during the last years “Space 0 Space” was presented in numerous museum and
sacral spaces . Currently “Space 0 Space” is being developed with every next realization and turns into a
fascinating light spectacle.
HR-Stamenov

HR-Stamenov, SPACE 0 SPACE , 2014
https://vimeo.com/115634068
Light and sound installation, 9x Martin Atomic 3000DMX, 28.5 kW, 702 000 lm. DMX Maxim, PA, PC
Center of Culture and Arts, Verkh-Isetskiy
Produced by 3th “Undarkfestival” 2014, Yekaterinburg, Russia

HR-Stamenov, SPACE 0 SPACE (Oluja), 2014
https://vimeo.com/115634068
Light and sound installation, 8x Martin Atomic 3000DMX, 1x LSC -M DMX, 1x EMX5016CF, PC, 4x
SX300E 12”, 2x 300W Passive PA, 2x ZXA1-Sub 12, 2x spot /RGB
View at Varaždin Synagogue
Produced by Galerijski Centar Varaždin, Croatia

HR-Stamenov, SPACE 0 SPACE (Oluja), 2014
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Light and sound installation, 8x Martin Atomic 3000DMX, 1x LSC -M DMX, 1x EMX5016CF, PC, 4x
SX300E 12”, 2x 300W Passive PA, 2x ZXA1-Sub 12, 2x spot /RGB
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HR-Stamenov, SPACE 0 SPACE (Oluja), 2014
https://vimeo.com/115634068
Light and sound installation, 8x Martin Atomic 3000DMX, 1x LSC -M DMX, 1x EMX5016CF, PC, 4x
SX300E 12”, 2x 300W Passive PA, 2x ZXA1-Sub 12, 2x spot /RGB
Views at Varaždin Synagogue
Produced by Galerijski Centar Varaždin, Croatia

HR-Stamenov, ITERVENTO SPAZIO TEMPORALE, 2014
https://vimeo.com/105903978
Light and sound installation, 2x 1500W DMX, console DMX, PC, PAR, 2x 500+audio-851w, sun light
Chiesa di San Matteo, Lucca, Italy
Produced by Vehicleprojects in collaboration with Claudio Poleschi arte contemporanea
http://vehicleprojects.org/

HR-Stamenov, ITERVENTO SPAZIO TEMPORALE, 2014
https://vimeo.com/105903978
Light and sound installation, 2x 1500W DMX, console DMX, PC, PAR, 2x 500+audio-851w, sun light
Chiesa di San Matteo, Lucca, Italy
Produced by Vehicleprojects in collaboration with Claudio Poleschi arte contemporanea
http://vehicleprojects.org/

HR-Stamenov, SPACE 0 SPACE, 2012
https://vimeo.com/53811989
Light and sound installation, 3x Martin Atomic 3000DMX, maxim DMX, 12-Channel MIDI, PA, PC
View at City Gallery of Fine Arts, Plovdiv
Produced by Center For Contemporary Art, Plovdiv, Bulgaria
http://arttoday.org/site/news.php

HR-Stamenov, SPACE 0 SPACE, 2012
https://vimeo.com/53811989
Light and sound installation, 3x Martin Atomic 3000DMX, maxim DMX, 12-Channel MIDI, PA, PC
View at City Gallery of Fine Arts, Plovdiv
Produced by Center For Contemporary Art, Plovdiv, Bulgaria
http://arttoday.org/site/news.php

HR-Stamenov, SPACE 0 SPACE (La Tempesta), 2010
https://vimeo.com/37409105
Light and sound installation, 2x Proel 1500W DMX, console DMX, console MIDI, PA, PC, wind
Views at Palazzetto Tito, Bevilacqua La Masa Foundation, Venice, Italy
Produced by Spinola Banna per Arte Foundation, Turin, Italy
http://www.fondazionespinola-bannaperlarte.com/

HR-Stamenov, SPACE 0 SPACE (La Tempesta), 2010
https://vimeo.com/37409105
Light and sound installation, 2x Proel 1500W DMX, console DMX, console MIDI, PA, PC, wind
Views at Palazzetto Tito, Bevilacqua La Masa Foundation, Venice, Italy
Produced by Spinola Banna per Arte Foundation, Turin, Italy
http://www.fondazionespinola-bannaperlarte.com/

HR-Stamenov, THE NIGHTMARE OF PROMETHEUS, 2011
In collaboration with Alzek Misheff
https://vimeo.com/27114755
Interactive performance, 1x Buchla lighting II, 2x Martin Atomic 3000DMX, console DMX, mixer MIDI,
MACpro, PA, microphones, motion sensors
Views at Palazzo Thea, Acqui Terme, Italy

The Nightmare of Prometheus - Between scientific experiments and media impressionism
This story starts back in 1979 when four silver-colored balloons were placed at the four corners of Piazza
del Duomo in Milan and were anchored at a high of 30 meters from the ground, with diameter of 6 meters each, were filled with approximately 400 m3 of helium. Four loudspeakers transmitting a sound from
a real-time music improvisation were hidden into the balloons. It was a performative experiment, which
explains the acquisition and dissemination of sound with direct cosmic origin.
The artist Alzek Misheff together with the group for Mathematic Calculation at the Institute of the National Research Council in Pisa has created a sound interpretation of the color slides coming from Andromeda
Galaxy.
Thirty years later HR-Stamenov creates the light installation; Space 0 Space where by means of high voltage
lamps and powerful sound the thunderstorms and lightning phenomena were reproduced inside a Venetian palazzo.
The experiments of capturing and controlling the sound with spatial provenance conducted by Misheff
and the Stamenov’s experiments of “capture and control” natural phenomena led to the creation of a common artwork. The media performance “The Nightmare of Prometheus”
HR-Stamenov “install” the storm inside a 16-th century palazzo, where through the use of methods, such
as the altering of electro-magnetic waves and interactions between computer controlled sensors with light
and audio devices, an orchestra director (performed from maestro Alzek Misheff) controls simultaneously
the lights and sounds of a “storm” inside a baroque building.

HR-Stamenov, THE NIGHTMARE OF PROMETHEUS, 2011
In collaboration with Alzek Misheff
https://vimeo.com/27114755
Interactive performance, 1x Buchla lighting II, 2x Martin Atomic 3000DMX, console DMX, mixer MIDI,
MACpro, PA, microphones, motion sensors
Views at Palazzo Thea, Acqui Terme, Italy

The Phenomenon of W24°58’59,43” N42°07’55,29”
breaking the space-time continuum

dissapearance of the train at coordinates W24°58’59,43” N42°07’55,29”,

On 29 Sept. 1999 between 16:08:56h 16:09:13h. at coordinates W24°58’59,43”
N42°07’55,29”, entering a strange tunnel
caused by a Light Hole, regional train of
BDZ number PV16199 has disappeared with
15 passengers, an engine driver, two ticket
inspectors and a policeman on board.
Experts from research institute I.M.F.R. believe that from the moment of disappearance
the train might have the capability of unexpectedly reappearing in certain places, risking to cause catastrophes and destruction.
While that the train won’t need any rails no
electricity in order to move and will become
completely self sufficient

According to experts, by entering in the
light hole the train continues to move into a
space-time tunnel with no possibility to find
a way out.
But what these experts studying the phenomenon have missed to foresee within their
investigations is that by moving into the tunnel the train obtains a strange autonomy!
It acquires the ability to travel in space and
time, and to appear suddenly at different
places!

A growing amount of materials and information
about these mysterious events are released in the
media.

Many people from different countries witness the
occurrence.

Via Pepe, Milan 2009

Kistlerhofstrasse, Munich 2009

HR-Stamenov, THE GHOST TRAIN, 2012
The Phenomenon of W24°58’59,43”N42°07’55,29”
https://vimeo.com/44625096
Video installation, stereo sound, public space
Produced by CELEJA-Center for Contemporary Art, Celje, Slovenia

HR-Stamenov, THE GHOST TRAIN, 2012
The Phenomenon of W24°58’59,43”N42°07’55,29”
https://vimeo.com/44625096
Video installation, stereo sound, public space
Produced by CELEJA-Center for Contemporary Art, Celje, Slovenia

HR-Stamenov, THE GHOST TRAIN, 2014
The Phenomenon of W24°58’59,43”N42°07’55,29”
https://vimeo.com/108425176
Video installation, stereo sound, public space
Produced by Nuit Blanche, Brussels, Belgium
http://nuitblanchebrussels.be/

HR-Stamenov, THE GHOST TRAIN, 2014
The Phenomenon of W24°58’59,43”N42°07’55,29”
https://vimeo.com/108425176
Video installation, stereo sound, public space
Produced by Nuit Blanche, Brussels, Belgium
http://nuitblanchebrussels.be/

HR-Stamenov, THE GHOST TRAIN, 2013
The Phenomenon of W24°58’59,43”N42°07’55,29”
https://vimeo.com/77932192
Video installation, stereo sound, public space
Produced by LEAP, Berlin, Germany
http://daniel-franke.com/LEAP/

HR-Stamenov, THE GHOST TRAIN, 2014
The Phenomenon of W24°58’59,43”N42°07’55,29”
https://vimeo.com/108425176
Video installation, stereo sound, public space, Finland
Produced by PLATFORM, Vaasa, Finland
http://www.platform.fi/

Vaasa-Umeå Wormhole Connection
On March 12 2014 Between the cities of Vaasa in Finland and Umeå in Sweden. A sudden opening of a
Wormhole, provoked the appearance of a transport ‘shortcut’ in space-time. This phenomenon allowed the
train to travel between the two cities for only few seconds.
http://www.platform.fi/index.php/2014/03/21/hr-stamenov-vaasa-umea-wormhole-connection/

HR-Stamenov, THE GHOST TRAIN, 2014
The Phenomenon of W24°58’59,43”N42°07’55,29”
https://vimeo.com/108425176
Video installation, stereo sound, public space, Sweden
Produced by PLATFORM, Vaasa, Finland
http://www.platform.fi/

HR-Stamenov, OSTROBOTHNIA REPORTS, 2014
Video projection on frozen sea, Baltic Sea (Finland Coast)

HR-Stamenov, OSTROBOTHNIA REPORTS, 2014
Video projection on frozen smoke, public space, Vaasa, Finland

HR-Stamenov, 148 KV, 2013
2x stills from documentary video.
“148 kv.” Documents an experiment to provoke an еlectric arc. Discharge of 148 kilo-volts burns the oxygen during a controlled opening of the switches in an electrical substation.
Courtesy: Contemporary Art and Photography Fund, Collection of SGHG, Sofia, Bulgaria
http://www.sghg.bg/

HR-Stamenov, WATER, SUPPOSITIONS AND URBANISM, 2012
https://vimeo.com/49503370
Video installation, 3x HD video sequence, 3x PDLP HD, 3x 112 x 200cm. screens, 200 x 680 cm. black
colored wooden construction, stereo sound
View at Likovni Salon Gallery, Celje
Courtesy: Collection of Centre for Contemporary Arts, Celje, Slovenia
http://www.celeia.info/index.cgi?m=51&id=259

Water, Suppositions and Urbanism
In creating the project, Water, Suppositions and Urbanism, the artist focused on the urban plan of the city
of Celje. He pinpointed his research on the analysis of those problematic urban solutions that reveal the irresponsible behavior towards the natural environment, the depletion of natural resources and construction
of buildings that are not in harmony with nature. Even though the project stems from the local context,
it discusses global trends, which all too often make the construction and design of public spaces subject
to the profitable mindset. Lowering costs and creating financial profit can be seen in the construction
or renovation of urban spaces in the form of rapid and ongoing improvement works, undertaken by an
ignorant approach to the issues of environmental protection, health and safety, functionality of solutions
and their aesthetic placement in public spaces. The artist designates the irresponsible urban solutions as
independent monuments that reflect the political, economic and social appearance of the space in which
they are located.
Where does the current state of the system – oriented to the unconditional achievement
of progress and accumulation of capital, also in the decisions that have a
significant impact on our environment and quality of life -lead? One possible way to answer the question
is offered by HR-Stamenov with his multichannel video installation Water, Suppositions and Urbanism
installed in Likovni salon Gallery.
Maja Hodošček
curator of the project

PRESENCE
“Presence” is an ambient interactive installation where visitors interfere with the gallery electrical system.
When someone approaches the installation space, the house lights decrease and increase in intensity according to the movements of the onlookers.
A shadow of someone behind the gallery’s side door keeps moving, shakes, attempts to enter, but is left
outside for the whole time. There’s an audio track with the sound of someone silently standing alone.
Three different levels of presence between the space itself and the visitors are
thus experienced.

HR-Stamenov, PRESENCE, 2011
https://vimeo.com/33867538
Interactive ambient, media installation, DLP projectors, motion sensors, DMX console, MIDI controller,
230v electrical circuit, stereo sound
View at Studio Tommaseo, Trieste, Italy
http://www.triestecontemporanea.it/

HR-Stamenov, PRESENCE, 2011
https://vimeo.com/33867538
Interactive ambient, media installation, DLP projectors, motion sensors, DMX console, MIDI controller,
230v electrical circuit, stereo sound
View at Studio Tommaseo, Trieste, Italy
http://www.triestecontemporanea.it/

HR-Stamenov, VARIABLE PHYSICAL STATUS, 2011
https://vimeo.com/45191467
HD Video, 01:51min. without sound
View at Ministry of Foreign Affairs Republic of Bulgaria
Produced by Art Project Depot, Sofia, Bulgaria
http://www.artprojectdepot.com/

Variable Physical Status
Variable Physical Status (2011) is a short visual narrative about a typical Bulgarian politician (played by the
artist himself) who finds himself in a similar situation to the one with the train – the figure of the politician disappears swallowed by light. The carefully chosen interior design of the politician’s office, the clothing and his tense behavior are possibly not the centre of attention in this work, which as usual for this
artist, is accompanied by an almost fully convincing “scientific” description of the observed phenomenon.
The second viewing of the work reveals further subtleties and one realizes that the logic of visual perception, which has been analyzed in art over the centuries, is used here with comprehension beyond the simple natural/scientific effect. As they say about the realistic theatre – the author is very convincing through
the use of detail.
Another character that has disappeared through the light hole is the character of T.S. and he has transgressed not only the limits of the known reality (Disappearance of bio element into light hole /disappearance of T. S. / The phenomenon from 16:34’52. 29.03.2010) but also those of the single artwork by the
artist. T.S. makes appearances in real but not sufficiently explored circumstances while being transformed
into a ghost filmed by the artist on the roof of an ancient building (The spirit of T.S.). Naturally for a modern man to admit seeing ghosts is a rather suspicious affair.
That is why HR-Stamenov supports his unique ability with historical evidence, for instance the photograph
of The Brown Lady, an ancient British apparition that was shot by Captain Provand and Indre Shira in
1936 in Raynham Hall in Norfolk. According to the artist, when such a claim is supported and justified by
historical evidence it becomes quite possible.
Iаra Boubnova, afterword. p.53
HR-Stamenov - PRESENCE, 2011, Exhibitoon catalogue, english/italian
Published by Trieste Contemporanea, Italy

HR-Stamenov, VARIABLE PHYSICAL STATUS, 2011
https://vimeo.com/45191467
Installation view at UNLIMITED - Award for Contemporary Bulgarian Art, Sofia, 2011
Produced by Art Project Depot, Sofia, Bulgaria
http://www.artprojectdepot.com/

HR-Stamenov, DISAPPEARANCE OF BIO ELEMENT INTO LIGHT HOLE, 2010
(disappearance of T. S.) The phenomenon from 16:34’52. 29.03.2010
https://vimeo.com/89804375
Stop motion video, PAL, 16:9, 01:03min. without sound, series of 334 digital photographs
Courtesy Spinola Banna per Arte Foundation Turin, Italy
http://www.fondazionespinola-bannaperlarte.com/

HR-Stamenov, DISAPPEARANCE OF BIO ELEMENT INTO LIGHT HOLE, 2010, Appearance 01, 2011
https://vimeo.com/37849648
Media installation, public space
View at the facade of Museum LICHTENBERG im Stadthaus, Berlin, Germany

HR-Stamenov, DISAPPEARANCE OF BIO ELEMENT INTO LIGHT HOLE, 2010, Appearance 03, 2011
https://vimeo.com/37849648
Light object, public space, Berlin, Germany

HR-Stamenov, DISAPPEARANCE OF BIO ELEMENT INTO LIGHT HOLE, 2010, Appearance 03, 2011
https://vimeo.com/32705409
Media installation, public space
View at Schule an der Victoriastadt, Berlin, Germany

Light holes phenomenon on 46”15”46,73’N 5”35”30.57’E Appearance in 11.05.2009 at 15:09
The phenomenon observed during regular flight >easyjet< >N.04210<> Paris - Pisa

HR-Stamenov, BLACK HOLE VS LIGHT HOLE, 2010
Light art installation, two holes on wall, light
View at the exhibiton hall of Fondazione Spinola Banna per Arte, Turin, Italy
http://www.fondazionespinola-bannaperlarte.com/
Black Hole is a region of space-time
where gravity prevents anything, including light, from escaping. The theory of general relativity predicts
that a sufficiently compact mass will deform space-time to form a black hole. Around a black hole there is a
mathematically defined surface called an event horizon that marks the point of no return. It is called “black”
because it absorbs all the light that hits the horizon, reflecting nothing, just like a perfect black body in the
thermodynamics. Quantum mechanics predicts that black holes emit radiation like a black body with a finite temperature. This temperature is inversely proportional to the mass of the black hole, making it difficult
to observe this radiation for black holes of stellar mass or greater.
Light Hole is the opposite of Black Hole
The Light Hole phenomenon could appear suddenly on the ground level or in the Earth atmosphere. Light
Holes can be seen at every part of the day, for the observation of which a special equipment is not needed.
The main quality of the Light Holes is that they can “swallow” objects from the reality by opening a SpaceTime tunnel. The object captured by a Light Hole, can disappear from its current location “A” and can appear
again in unknown and unpredicted location “B”. During this transition the object falls into the Quantum
Multiverse. Subsequently, obtaining the quality for Space-Time Autonomy, the object enters a Temporary
Status of its existence, which allows an uncontrolled motion continuum of its appearances.

Light holes phenomenon on 46”15”46,73’N 5”35”30.57’E Appearance in 11.05.2009 at 15:09
The phenomenon observed during regular flight >easyjet< >N.04210<> Paris - Pisa

Interference Between Light and Matter
Interference Between Light and Matter 2009 is a traditional, static, old school stile site-specific installation
that consist of Duratrans prints mounted on lamps and situated on the floor black crystals.
Referring to the cosmic Dark Matter the crystals increase in size, thanks to the progressive passage of light
coming from the lamps. Developed in 10 phases/stages the installation aims to explain the theory of the
quantum teleportation.

HR-Stamenov, INTERFERENCE BETWEEN LIGHT AND MATTER, 2009
Light art installation, 10x lamps, 10x Kodak Duratrans, black crystals
View at Green House, LaVersiliana Foundation, Pietrasanta, Italy
Produced by Vehicleprojects, Forte dei Marmi, Italy
http://vehicleprojects.org/

HR-Stamenov, 1:125, 2009
Light art installation, public space, 120 x 96 x 80cm. black colored wooden box, 2x 1000W PAR projectors
View at Piazza Poggi, Florence, Italy

1:125
1:125 is dedicated to the life activity of the Dutch islamist Christiaan Snouck Hurgronje. The work is probably the first terro-artistic intervention in Florence. Installed at the city center, the artwork is a reproduction of Kaaba in Mecca in a scale of 1:125 and with the powerfull and blinding light coming from inside.

HR-Stamenov, 1:125, 2009
Light art installation, public space, 120 x 96 x 80cm. black colored wooden box, 2x 1000W PAR projectors
View at Piazza Poggi, Florence, Italy
Produced by: MICRO
https://katiagiuliani.it
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